Vehicle Wash Owners Report Water Cost Savings and Other Benefits Using Aqua Bio Technologies Solutions

Vehicle wash owners without sewer using Aqua Bio Technologies’ 100% reclaim products report water savings and other multiple benefits.

DARIEN, Ill. (PRWEB) November 19, 2018 -- Aqua Bio Technologies, LLC, a leading provider of biologic water restoration, water reclaim, rain harvest, odor control, and reverse osmosis systems, announced today that vehicle wash owners installing Aqua Bio solutions are reporting water cost savings and other benefits. A survey was conducted by Aqua Bio Technologies of their customers with no sewer connection at either an existing or new construction car wash location. Due to sewer being unavailable, the vehicle wash owners required a closed loop system at their car wash with 100% reclaim potential. The feedback from vehicle wash owners, who selected Aqua Bio Technologies, revealed multiple benefits in addition to water cost savings.

Chuck Howard, Owner and CEO of Autobell® Car Wash, Inc., initially didn’t have a sewer connection available at one particular store in a rapidly growing area. He needed a closed loop system to open the car wash. Previously, the company had been using a conventional reclaim recirculation system with cyclone filters and settling tanks, but a closed loop reclaim system was required. After exploring all the major suppliers to the car wash industry, Howard selected Aqua Bio Technologies’ solution. Currently, 33 Autobell Car Wash locations recycle water using Aqua Bio systems.

“Our water quality with Aqua Bio is equal to or better than the water supplied by the local utility,” said Howard. “We now have the ability to wash cars using over 100 gallons of process water with only 8 gallons of makeup water from the utility. We also have a clean wash bay and equipment equal to the fresh water system. Our favorite features using Aqua Bio are no odor, clear process water and low TDS,” concluded Howard.

“We were building a new car wash at a location that didn’t have sewer,” said Stephen Wade, President of Oasis Car Wash Systems. “I considered several systems, but only Aqua Bio Technologies provided 100% reclaim, quality equipment and service. We especially appreciate having clean water without any odor. The convenient online feature allows me to monitor the system remotely. Best of all, the location with Aqua Bio Technologies’ solutions installed operates without sewer and our water costs are a small fraction of our other sites. For us, I estimate the savings is between $1000 and $1500 per month at this particular location when compared to our other locations without an Aqua Bio solution in place,” concluded Wade.

For more information, visit http://www.aquabio.co/ or call 877-881-9141.

About Aqua Bio Technologies, LLC
Founded in 2010, Darien, Illinois-based Aqua Bio Technologies is a leading provider of innovative biologic restoration, water reclaim, rain harvest, odor control and reverse osmosis (RO) systems. None of its solutions use ozone, UV, or chemicals of any kind to control odor — only nature. As the manufacturer of the first vehicle wash industry closed-loop water treatment system, the company is able to deliver a substantial savings in time and money to its customers with dramatic reductions is water and sewer costs.
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